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Abstract

A model is presented for predicting two-phase mixture level elevations in
BWR 3/stems. The model accounts for the particular geometry and conditions in
a BWR system during Small-Break Loss of Coolant Accidents. The model present-
ed here is particularly suitable for efficient, high-speed simulations on
small minicomputers. The model has been implemented and tested. Results are
shown from BWR ATWS simulations.

1. Introduction

This paper deals with the motion of two-phase mixture levels in vertical
flow channels, particularly under conditions which exist in a Boiling Water
Reactor (BWR). The mixture level is the horizontal plane which separates a
low-void mixture below from a high-void region above. There is a discontinu-
ity of area-averaged vapor void fraction <a> across the; level, characterized
by the jump [<a>+ - <a>~] as shown in Figure 1.

The reliable prediction of level elevations is mandatory for these four
reasons: Firstly, it is impossible to predict core uncovery without the capa-
bility of predicting level elevation. Secondly, the level separates the radi-
ation-dominated from the boiling-dominated heat transfer zones, and the level
position within a computational control volume must be known to apportion the
volume fractions to their respective heat transfer zones. Thirdly, the level
elevation below the feedwater sparger determines the height above the level
over which subcooled feedwater is exposed to condensing steam in the down-
comer. Finally, the level elevation in the downcomer determines the core flow
and consequently the fission power during natural circulation conditions after
scram failure. The reliable prediction of two-phase mixture elevation is par-
ticularly important for predicting SBLOCA transients where phase separation is
pronounced.

Ishii [1] established first the "displacement velocity of the kinematic
shock wave" from the phasic mass balances for the level plane. The same mass
balances were used by Wulff [2,3] to analyze the motion of two-phase mixture
levels. Without condensation or evaporation across the level, the fundamental
equation of motion for the mixture level is [2]**

dt

*Work performed under the auspices of the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission.
**A11 symbols are defined in the Nomenclature.



The two phasic mass balance*
for liquid and vapor yield
Eq. (1) and also the mixture
volumetric flux condition

(2)

which is needed to compute
<j > and <j >~ in Eq.(l).
Equations 1 ana 2 are derived
with the recognition that the
phasic densities p£ and p~
do not change across the
level.

Even though there are
many possibilities to model
level tracking, all models
must contain Eq. (1). The
simplest approach is to inte-
grate Eq. (1) directly and
thereby obtain the level ela-
vatiop. Z(t) relative to some
initial position Z(0). Many
modelers prefer to predict the
level elevation from the vol-

umes of liquid and vapor below the level. This approach necessitates vapor
and liquid mass balances for a control volume AV, of which one enclosing sur-
face moves with the velocity dZ/dt. In deriving the phasic mass balances for
the control volume AV from the local mass balances, one finds the mass storage
term with Leibniz's rule for the differentiation of integrals as follows:

dm,
K rr •*• ,-f

(3)
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Figure 1 Level and index notations, repre-
sentative of downcomer.

Equation (3) shows that the phasic mass balances involve also the velocity
v^ * dZ/dt of the moving boundary.

Surprisingly, many widely used reactor transient codes either ignore al-
together the problem of level tracking (e.g., RELAP5, MODO [4], MODI [5] and
M0D2 [6]) or ignore the last term of Eq. (3) (Snidow and Wilson 17]), or they
assume part of the solution, as in the TRAC-BD1/M0D1 code [8]. Here the level
position in a computational cell is computed from the definition of volume-
averaged vapor void fraction for that cell and from the assumptions that the
fractional volume-averaged void fractions above and below the level are equal
to the volume-averaged void fractious in the respectively contiguous cells.
Ironically, the TRAC-BD1/M0D1 code uses Eq. (1) temporarily "to stabilize the
calculations" when the level crosses a cell boundary. This paper shows that
Eq. (1) is the fundamental basis from which to compute the mixture level posi-
tion directly.



Since the level elevation Z(t) is obtained by integrating Eq. (1), we
need only to compute the right-hand side of Eq. (1), from all related state
variables,* including Z, known at time t. _We will jahow, therefore, how to
compute the area~averaged void_ fractions <a> and <o> , and the vapor volu-
metric fluxes <j > and <j > for the locations just above and below the
level, respectively. While Sq. (1) holds, whether there is a rising or fall-
ing film of liquid and rising or falling droplets above the level, one must
treat these flow patterns individually. Lastly, we define the conditions for
level appearances.

2. Analysis

There are four possibly distinct mixture levels of importance in a BWR
pressure vessel. Under normal conditions there is one mixture level in the
steam dome, external to the separator stand pipes. Another level is then in-
side the separators, but it receives under normal conditions no special atten-
tion because it is accounted for via empirically determined separator effec-
tiveness and flow inertia. However, should this level fall through the riser
stand pipes and down through the upper plenum and into the core, then this the
second level must be modeled. The third level is the dome level when it falls
first into the upper downcomer and then into the lower downcomer. The fourth
level may appear in the lower plenum.

The same model is used to predict the level motion in all four geome-
tries. A distinction is made in each case between cocurrent and countercur-
rent flow conditions above the level. We describe first the predictions of
area-averaged void fractions <a> and <a> above and below the level, respec-
tively, and then the vapor volume fluxes <j > and <j > (cf. Eq. (1)).

2.1 The Vapor Void Fraction Above the Mixture Level, <a>+

The vapor void fraction above the mixture level, <a>+, averaged over
the flow cross-sectional area is computed by either one of two methods. When
there is no injection from above the level, then the liquid content of the
two-phase mixture above the level is determined by entrainment. For this con-
dition the void fraction <o(Z)>+ was shown by Wulff [3] to be

<<*<Z)>+ - 1 , • (4)

where E - CP £<J 4>E>/<^ g<J g>
+> " 4-84 x 10~3 *P/P

is the entrainment ratio for the near-surface region as published by Kataoka
and Ishii [9], CQ and « v . » are the distribution parameters and void-
weighted, area-averaged drfrt velocity, respectively, computed here for the

*In system simulation, state variables are variables obtained from integra-
tors, i.e., by integrating an ordinary differential equation.



dispersed droplet flow regime according to Ishii [10], and <jm(Z)> is the
volumetric flux of the mixture at the interface. The volumetric flux of the
mixture is continuous across the level interface (cf. Eq. (2)) and computed
from the flux divergence equation as described by tfulff et al. [11J:

Z
- <Jm<0)> + vfg / <ry>dz

(5)
dt p dp

written here without the unimportant contributions from liquid compressibil-
ity. The time-dependent entrance flux <jm(o)> is obtained from the momentum
balance [11], the evaporation rate <".> and the properties v, and dp /dp are
computed from appropriate correlations and the rate of pressurl changef dp /dt
is computed from the global mass balance for the pressure vessel [11]. Actu-
ally, the implementation of Eq. (5) for a computer simulation produces
<j ( z j > at all cell boundaries as part of the overall thermohydraulics
calculation. Therefore, Eq. (5) needs to be integrated only from the cell
boundary z^ to the level elevation Z. One might be tempted to set <j (Z)>
<j (z.), but the resulting error is intolerable.

(

If there is liquid injection from above the level, then the liquid con-
tent of the two-phase mixture is dominated by the liquid falling from above.
The modeling principles for this situation are demonstrated for the case of
the mixture level moving in the downcomer, below the separator discharge
ports. As shown in Figure 1, there is separated flow above the level with a
liquid film falling across the arched top of the upper plenum and then down
along the core shroud.

Here the liquid volumetric flux (<j#> ) < 0 is given from the known
discharge of liquid from the separators ana from the condensation/evaporation
rates above the mixture level. Since the mixture volumetric flux <j (Z)> is
given by Eq. (5), one can compute the vapor volumetric flux m

but the void fraction <a>+ for the separated flow above the level is deter-
mined by the thickness of the falling film associated with <j g>+. The
film thickness in turn is governed by the balance between gravity forces
(downward) and shear forces (upward). M. Ishil, T.C. Chawla and N. Zuber [12]
have analyzed this force balance for the purpose of predicting the drift
velocity in annular flow with strong upward vapor flow. We present here a
similar model, but with emphasis on gravity and wall shear effects because the
vapor flow is small in the absence of boiling. In fact, the vapor gas veloc-
ity « V g » « <jg>/<a> should be approximately equal to the level velocity
dZ/dt plus a small correction for flashing below the level.



After eliminating the pressure gradient from the two phasic momentum bal-
ances, written without the unimportant acceleration terms [12], one finds

(7)

where X • P. /P "• /<a> is the ratio of liquid-vapor interface perimeter P^
over wall perimeter, P , d. » 4A/P is the hydraulic diameter, Ap » p -p is
the density difference? g is the gravitational constant and T , . is the snear
stress between liquid and vapor '

The friction factor f^ may be computed according to Wallis [13] from f±"
0.005[l+75(l-<o>)]. To relate the wall shear for the falling film to the
known shear on a flat plate [12], we integrate first the momentum equation for
the laminar viscous film with thickness 5 «• (l-<a>)dj1/4, namely

gAp - u ^ v / a y
2 = o , o <_ y <_ 6 (9)

to find the liquid velocity v^ at the interface, y = 6:

v£ ± = 2 «v J l » + g52Ap/(6nA) (10)

and the wall shear

TWJ£ » -2vt«vt»/6 + (l/3)gAp6

P, . .
= -f -r- « v # » « v . » + (l/3)gAp6 , (11)

where fw is the familiar flat plate friction factor. Assuming that Eq. (11)
holds also for turbulent flow if fw is the turbulent flow friction factor,
we use Eq. (11), set fw - 0.005 (adequate for large film Reynolds number)
and recognize the definition for « v i » , namely

S
«v » = (1/6)/ v (y)dy - <j.>/(l-<a» . (12)

x o x. %

Equations (8), (10) and (11), substituted into Eq. (7), yield an implicit ex-
pression for <ot> » <ce>+. Its iterative solution confirms that under

*We used this iterative solution in pretabulated form for our Plant Analyzer
code HIPA [11].



prevailing conditions the vapor-liquid interfacial shear is unimportant. By
setting, therefore, T±ti - 0 in Eq. (7) one gets for down flow, (.<it»<0,
this explicit approximation

In the range of (-0.6 m/s * <j > * -0.045 m/s), (-1.0 m/s * <j > * 1.0 m/s)
and (40 bar * p * 100 bar) tKe void fraction <ot>+ varies between 0.87 and
0.98.

2.2 The Vapor Void Fraction Below the Mixture Level, <a>~

The vapor void fraction below the mixture level, <<x>~ is computed with
the assumption that the axial variation <a(z)> is continuous below the level.
We seek a linear combination

N

<a(Z)>" = <a>~ - F <ct>+ + I F,"a, (14)
o " l i

i=l

of the volume-averaged void fractions a., known from the vapor mass balances
for the cells i, 1=1,...,N through which the level is expected to move, and of
the previously found void fraction <a>'" The summation in Eq. (14) is ex-
tremely efficient for cost-effective systems simulation because it delegates
all the logical decisions, related to the level position Z, to the functions
F±(Z), 1 = 0,1,...,N.

Consider the mixture level to be in cell i as shown in Figure 1. We ap-
proximate the axial variation of <ct(z)> below the level, for z^-j =* z < Z,
by a linear function and above the level, for Z < z =• ZJ+J, by a constant
equal to <a> , computed from Eq. (4) or Eq. (13). Here z._j, z. and z. are,
respectively, the axial positions of the Eulerian cell boundaries (i-T),i and
(i+1). After introducing for simplicity TI - (z-z.)/(z .-z.) and £. = (Z-z.)/
( zi+r zi ) 9 we can write for < a< z» x

<a(n)> - a + bn , -1 <_ n < 5±, 0 < c± < 1 (15)

and compute the unknown coefficients from the obvious requirements for the
volume-averaged void fractions in cells (i-1) and i:

/ <a(n)>dn
o

(16)
Si

/ <a(ri)>dn
-1



With the coefficients a and b of Eq. (15) computed from Eqs. (16) and
substituted into Eq. (15), this equation gives, after setting n » ?it the
area-averaged void fraction below the level, while the level is in cell i:

0 <_ <o(Ci)>~ - G±<a(Z)>
+ + H ^ + 1 ^ . ! <_ <a(Z)>+ ,

where

j . (17)

Equation (17) is a linear combination of the void fraction <o(Z)>+ above the
level and the two volume-averaged void fractions ~a. and "5. , . The coeffi-
cients G^ and % in Eq. (17) have singularities at £ . = 0, reflecting the
fact that information regarding the slope b in Eq. (15) is lost when the level
elevation Z is equal to z±-\. In spite of these singularities, Eq. (17) has
the correct limit

= a^j + n/2 , (18)

provided that oj, computed from the vapor mass balance, approaches the limit
<a(Z)>+ consistently with

, (19)

as Z + z , and for any slope n in the range [-2a . .< n < 2(<a(Z)> - a. ,)J.
x i—i i—1

To avoid the singularity and also the discontinuity associated with the
transition from C . to gJ ,, which occurs when the level falls across the cell
boundary at z , we apply ~Eq. (17) only in the range [0 < e * ?. * I] and in-
terpolate in the transition interval [0 ^ £ =* E] between {G., H , I } and
{Gi_1, H j ^ , I^j} with this interpolant i l l

s - {8 + ?[-15+C
2(10-3c2)]}/16 , (20)

where - 1 ^ 5 - -l+2?i/e < 1. The interpolant has these desirable proper-
ties: s « 1 at ; » -1, s > 1/2 at ? » 0, s « 0 at ? • 1 and ds/dc » 0 at 5 -
±1. Thus, the coefficients in Eq. (1A), valid for the entire cell i, i.e.,
for [0 * gi < 1], are



r

- 0

(21)

+ (l-

1+1 - F1+2 N
- 0 .

To cover all the computational cells through which the level can move, one
needs to repeat Eqs. (21) for every cell as shown In Figure 2. For its
practical implementation, we pretabulated the F functions as shown in Figure
2, with level position Z as argument, and with e » 0.02. During a transient
simulation, we need only to interpolate these functions and perform the
summation in Eq. (14), both operations, for which our special-purpose
peripheral processor is particularly well suited.

Figure 2 Weighting coefficients for predicting void fraction
below level (Eq. (14)).



2.3 The Volumetric Vapor Fluxes <jg>
+ and <jg>~ Above and Below the

Mixture Level

The volumetric vapor fluxes <j > and <j > above and below_ the mixture
level can now be computed since the void fractions <a> and <a> are known.
The vapor volumetric flux below the level is, according to the drift flux
model (14]

<jg>" « <a>"[c;<Jm(Z)> + «v g j»~] , (22)

where C and « v . » are the distribution parameter and void-fraction weight-
ed, are'a-averagefr drift velocity for dispersed bubbly flow [10]. The flux
above the level is computed directly from Eq. (6), if the liquid falls at a
known rate from above. If the liquid is.entranined by the vapor emerging from
the mixture level then

+ + Epg/pJ , (23)

where E is the entrainment ratio in Eq. (4).

Thus, with Eqs. (6), (13), (14), (22) and (23) we have defined all quan-
tities needed to evaluate the right-hand side of Eq. (1), and to integrate the
equation of level motion, provided the initial position of the level is known.

2.4 Criteria for the Appearance of the Mixture Level

Criteria for the appearance of the mixture level and the initial position
Z(t) are needed for the integration of Eq. (1). Starting from normal, full-
power operating conditions, there is only one level in the dome and its ini-
tial position is known. All values in the right-hand side of Eq. (1) are
known from drift flux correlations [10] and known parameters for the upper
high-void region (<o>+ = 1 ) and the lower low-void region (<a>~^ 0 ) .

As the mixture level falls from the dome to the downcomer, it generates
the initial conditions for the mixture level calculation in the downcomer.

The level in the riser appears at the top of the riser cell, just below
the separator cell,_ when the combination of void fraction <ct>~ and vapor
volumetric flux <j > below the level is insufficient to maintain, in annular
flow, an upward lfquid volumetric flux greater than the droplet entrainment
above the_level. By setting <j > - 0 in Eq. (7), one finds for a given void
fraction o in the annular regime the limiting mixture volumetric flux at which
the liquid begins to fall back and the mixture level to drop from the top of
the cell. Therefore, we integrate Eq. (1) with Z(0) = ZRSE and dZ/dt - 0
until in the riser top cell <jm> decreases to



Once this condition is met, the right-hand side of Eq. (1) is evaluated with
<o> _from Eq.(4), with <a>"~ -"a < (<o> ) , with <jg> according to Eq.(23) and
<jg>~ » <j n(

zRSE^ according to _the drift flux model. Equation (2A) has
the maximum of 0.7896/Ap/pgdnS at a » 0.9357 and gives zero for cT • 1.

When the flow is in the churn-turbulent regime then <j>. becomes zero and
negative if, according to Ishii's correlation [10]

L.54a"VuP/p2)g a

' (25)
1 - a [1.2-0.2

pl

This criterion for the appearance of a mixture level is used for the lower
plenum, below the core entrance. It is also used for the riser if the flow is
in the churn-turbulent flow regime, under conditions of low core power.

Equations (24) and (25) coincide near a * 0.8. A continuous criterion
for level appearance, valid for all void fractions, is obtained by taking the
minimum of the two results from Eqs. (24) and (25).

3. Results

The mixture level tracking models are part of the BWR Plant Analyzer de-
veloped at Brookhaven National Laboratory [11]. The plant analyzer employs
the High-Speed Interactive Plant Analyzer (HIPA) code and a minicomputer, the
special-purpose peripheral processor AD10 of Applied Dynamics International,
Ann Arbor, Michigan, USA.

HIPA models neutron kinetics (point kinetics), thermal conduction and
nonequilibrium, nonhoraogeneous two-phase flow dynamics in the reactor vessel
(55 computational cells), acoustical effects in the steam and steam bypass
lines (10 cells), dynamics of recirculation loop, safety and relief valves,
impulse and reaction turbines, condensers, feedwater preheaters, turbine-
driven feedwater pumps, emergency injection systems, control systems for pres-
sure regulation, feedwater control and recirculation flow control, as well as
the plant protection system. A schematic of the simulated plant is shown in
Figure 3.

The plant analyzer is a low-cost facility which simulates consistently
nine times faster than real-time. It has outstanding user conveniences and
can be accessed via an IBM Personal Computer by telephone from anywhere.

10
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Figure 3 BWR plant schematic.
FW - feedwater controller,
P - Pressure controller,

RF - recirculation flow controller

Figure 4 shows the results from an ATWS simulation (Anticipated Transient
Without. Scram), which was induced by the closure of all main steam isolation
valves (MSIV), occurring in a BWR-4 plant (Browns Ferry). Shown are the mix-
ture level elevation Z(t) in dome and downcomer as the top curve, with the or-
dinate axis on the left, and the collapsed-liquid level

Z(t)
/

as the lower curve with the coordinate axis on the right. When the two curves
coincide, then there is no voiding between the level and the elevation refer-
ence below. Figure 4 shows clearly the important difference between the actu-
al mixture level, which is needed to resolve questions on core uncovery, con-
densation and heat transfer, and the collapsed-liquid level which is sensed as
pressure difference and used for inventory control.

11
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Figure 4 Transient elevations of mixture level (top curve)
and collapsed-liquid level.

Modeling of mixture level motion is mandatory for SBLOCA simulation and
must be based on the mass balance equations for the level interface (cf. Eqs.
1 and 2 ) .

Models for mixture level motion must include constitutive relation which
account for the particular geometry and for all potentially appearing flow
patterns.

Fast and efficient level predictions are possible in a low-cost minicom-
puter by developing realistic models and preparing them for computer implemen-
tation in a form that requires a minimum of arithmetic and logical operations.

Nomenclature

A cross-sectional area
a,b coefficients in Eq. (15)
Go distribution parameter
dft hydraulic diameter
E entrainment ratio
F coefficients in Eq. (14)
£±,£w friction factors for liquid

vapor interface and wall
G,H,I functions in Eq. (17)
g gravitational constant
i volumetric flux

m mass
n slope (Eqs. (18) & (19))
p perimeter
p g system pressure
s interpolant (Eq. (20))
t time
AV cell volume
v velocity
v gj drift velocity, v g - j m

Vfg spec, volume change during
phase change

12



y lateral coordinate
Z mixture level elevation
z axial coordinate

a voi<l fraction
Tv evaporation rate density
6 film thickness
e interpolation interval
g,n normalized coordinates
A perimeter ratio
u dynamic viscosity
£ normalized coordinate
p density
Ap P£"Pg
a surface tension
T shear stress

Subscripts

E
g
i
i
k -

i,t
RSE
w,*
w

Other

entrainment
gas, vapor
interface
index

s,i
liquid
liquid-vapor interface
riser exit
liquid wall interface
wall

Symbols

+ - above, below interface
volume average

< > area-average
« » void-weighted area-average
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